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The Vision
WESM is the leading membership organization promoting,
advocating for, and making a visible and measurable difference
to the conservation and sustainable management of wildlife and
the natural environment in Malawi.

The Mission
To educate the public and support public participation in the
sustainable use and conservation of Malawi’s wildlife and natural
environment and always speak up for it in national and local
development efforts.

The Objectives
To conserve and increase the population and ranges of
wildlife including the restoration of sites of local, national and
international importance in Malawi.
To integrate wildlife and natural resource management for the
mutual benefit of the people and wildlife in Malawi.
To be an efficient, effective and self-financing membership
organization advocating for wise use of wildlife and natural
resources.

Nkhatabay
WESM sets
afforestation
as priority in
its five year
strategic plan
by Shamuda Drake
- Nkhatabay WESM

WESM, Nkhatabay branch has
set aside five years in its strategic
plan to fight against the ongoing
fierce war man has launched
to tear apart wildlife and
environment through charcoal
production and mercilessly
cutting down of young trees in
the district.

Before adopting the approach
WESM used previous initiative
tasks in which Tukombo girls
Foundation wildlife club was
sampled to plant 200 seedlings
and each plant was assigned to
one club member whereafter it
was proved that over 80% of the
seedlings survived.

Project officer for Nkhatabay
WESM Alexander Gomba, told
Nantchengwa in June 2021that
the branch is planning to engage
both primary and secondary
school wildlife clubs to plant
about 10,000 seedlings of exotic
trees which have been donated
by Ripple Africa Malawi.

A visit to Tukombo girls
Foundation at this year’s world
environmental Day held at
the school on Saturday 5 June
2021 in Nkhatabay district
revealed that deforestation
can be effectively dealt with if
schools are tasked with similar
activities every year bearing in
mind that one day students and
learners will go back to their
respective homes where they will
be champions of environmental
change.

“The only way to do out of this
serious environment war is to
engage the human themselves
in planting seeds and thereafter
distribute them to schools where
every learner and student will be
given a responsibility of taking
care of at least one tree every
year. This will help to provide
the maximum guard against the
environmental degradation,” he
explained.

Patron for Tukombo girls
Foundation wildlife club,
Eddie Manda said their club
successfully beat the hypothesis
such that those trees that were
cared for by each student did not
die.

“Nkhatabay WESM provided us with
different varieties of seedlings, among
others were fruit trees such as guavas,,
lemons, oranges and other trees like acacia
and blue gum just to mention but a few and
interestingly about 80% survived” he said.
Manda further observed that if the initiative
of planting fruit trees were also part of the
initiative it would help to closely monitor
as it has been proved that fruit trees have a
bigger chance to survive degradation since
many people regard them as source of food.
In addition to Tukombo girls Foundation
wildlife club, Makwalakwata primary school
also proved to be the best pilots in advancing
the newly adopted approach where over 1000
learners have a tree each, most of which are
fruit trees, they take care every year.
On his part, patron for Makwalakwata
primary school and Nkhatabay WESM clubs
cordinator, Isaac Msukwa, said the primary
school has orchards and woodlots where over
1000 learners have a tree each which they
care for throughout it’s growth.
“This is the best approach to deal with
situations in which communities have
become enemies of the environment, the
only way to help out our environment is to
bond our relationship with the wildlife and
environment,” Said Msukwa.
He added: “ And we believe that other
schools will emulate from us and do away
with issues of wanton cutting down of trees
since people will now be regarding these trees
as source of food.”

Speaking earlier at this World
Environmental Day, on Saturday 5 June
2021 Alexander Gomba, said what the
two schools have demonstrated is a clear
indication that the approach is doable.
According to Gomba, Nkhatabay
WESM is committed to working with
any organization that share common
principles such as Ripple Africa Malawi.
“We are committed to working with
other organizations whose missions
and objectives share common values
with WESM such as Ripple, we are very
grateful that Ripple Africa Malawi has
agreed to be our working partner in the
fight against wildlife and environmental
degradation,” he added.
Speaking in a separate interview with
Nantchengwa, in June Country director
for Ripple Africa Malawi, Force Ngwira,
who also chairs Nkhatabay WESM said
WESM has proved to be an organization
to work with because of their passion to
restore the environment and wildlife.
Nkhatabay is one of the districts in
Malawi which has been left green but
recently citizens from other districts
have ungratefully been destroying with
charcoal production and cultivation of
young trees for wood processing.

#NkhatabaywesmNantchengwa

An artificial
alternative for
Cavity Dwelling
Species in
Liwonde
National Park
By: Tiwonge Gawa

In the 3rd week of June 2021, WESM
was part of the team from MUST,
the World Parrot Trust and Mulanje
Outdoor Adventures who have set
up 60 artificial nest boxes in Liwonde
National Park to see if cavity dwelling
species will be able to explore or even
take up residence these boxes.
Cathedral Mopane woodland is
becoming more and more threated
as it is the most sort wood for timber
and charcoal. Outside the protected
areas, this woodland is disappearing
fast. Mopane is one of the few trees
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species in Southern Africa that forms natural
cavities as it matures. These cavities provide natural
breeding and roosting sites for cavity dwelling
species that cannot make their own cavities. These
cavities are becoming scarcer, even with initiatives to
encourage tree planting or natural regeneration, the
cavities cannot be replaced as these trees take time
to mature This therefore calls for conservationists to
think ahead and look at other ways that cavities may
be provided for the species that need them
One of the species that live in these cavities is
the Lilian’s Lovebird Agarponis lilianae. This is
a small parrot found in Liwonde National Park.
In other parts of the world, when where cavities
have become scarce for parrot (and other) species,
they have installed artificial nest boxes and parrots
seem to adapt well to these and are able to use the
artificial nest boxes as their cavities. This is why the
team have thought to set up this experiment if in
Liwonde National Park. Over the coming years the
boxes will be monitored to see if the lovebirds may
be able to explore or use the artificial nest boxes.
This is a long term project and we expect that it will
be years before getting any valuable information
but it is exciting that the experiment is up and is set.
From October and November, camera traps will be
set on these boxes so that we can see what species
will start to explore the nest boxes.
WESM, African Parks and MUST will be working in
collaboration to be monitoring these boxes. We also
hope to trial this kind of project in other areas as
well in the future.

CONSERVATION OF LILIANS
LOVEBIRD
By: Tamara Chirwa

Lilian’s lovebird is also known as Nyasa lovebird, it is
a small African parrot species of the lovebird genus.
These species are rare in captivity and challenging to
breed. It is one of the smallest parrots in Africa and
it is only found in Malawi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe
and Zambia. In Malawi, its distribution is becoming
restricted to Liwonde National Park (LNP) because
their feeding and breeding habitats are being exploited
over for agricultural purposes and high demand for
charcoal. Mopane trees are used by the Lilian lovebirds
to nest because it naturally has some holes on it which
makes it easier for a love bird to find shelter,
Box nest were put on randomly selected Mopane trees
in 3 roosting sites and 3 non- roosting sites, each site
had 10boxes making it 60boxes. This was done in order
to observe if the lovebirds will adapt to the Mopane
trees and start nesting in them, then spread to nonroosting sites to increase the distribution of Lilian
lovebirds so that they should not be restricted to one
area. The trees were approximately 50meters from each
other, each box was facing south east to manage heat
in the cavities and the location of each selected tree
was recorded using GPS. During this activity we also
caught some lovebirds for blood samples and body
measurements.

WESM Lilongwe conducted a very successful
and colorful Art festival now called Art In
The Park that was hosted by Four Seasons
Nursery from 28th to 30th May 2021. We
had 46 visual artists who mounted up their
amusing artistic works. Not forgetting to
mention live performances that seasoned the
whole event by Kadrum, Theresa Phondo,
Madalitso band and Neil Nayar. Thanks
to 30 new members that joined WESM as
paid up members during this event whose
contribution is so important for the work
of environmental education in Malawi.
We specially commend EU, Ufulu gardens
and House of Basseiah for commitment to
support WESM financially or in kind. Thank
you Sunny Money for lighting the events with
solar power. Watch out for our next Art in the
Park. And enjoy the gallery as you wait for
the next one.

Arts-festival
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Highlights on
Environmental
Education

By Ausward Bonongwe

In an attempt to of increasing public awareness through environmental
education, Wildlife and Environmental Society of Malawi – Blantyre
Branch has been actively implementing and involved in different
activities concerning the environmental conservation to contribute
in making Malawi a better place to live. The organization has been
coordinating and working with various stakeholders including wildlife
clubs in schools and communities, department of forestry, National
Parks, African Parks, Education, and Water among other government
departments, NGOs, faith community and corporate sector in an effort
of putting energy together for the betterment of our conservation effort.
The Society has been very instrumental in organizing commemorations
of environmental days including arranging press briefings, media
interviews, radio Programmes, and awareness campaigns among
other activities.
The society was key in the fight of the battle of banning thin plastics in
Malawi including a lobbying relevant bodies to expedite conclusions of
the court case between plastic manufactures and government.

Press briefing on World Environment Day – Blantyre DCs Office
The Branch through its wider wildlife club networks has planted many trees
in different degraded areas and involved various stakeholders including
chiefs, the youth, women, faith leaders, corporate sector among others.
Thousands of trees have been planted in Blantyre region and registered
71.6% percent survival rate in average since trees planted in different areas
have different survival rate as of 2020. We anticipate this percentage to go
down as many of the trees planted in schools may not be looked after properly due to closure of schools as covid-19 bites Malawi hard

Above - Tree planting in Mudi Dam cathment area in Blantyre

The Blantyre Branch Acting Chairperson Dr. Tiwonge Gawa (centre)
receiving 10, 000 tree seedlings from Mr. Karakadzai (left) of Mthunzi
Funeral Services through mother company, Old Mutual while the
Blantyre District forestry officer Mr. G. Kanyerere (right) looks on.

A community wildlife and Environment Library in T/A Machinjiri – Blantyre.
In an effort of encouraging young people to read and love nature, the Branch
introduced a community library in partnership with one of our youth
groups called youth hub. The youth group has a very big following in the
area among others and thought the need of having the library. They identified the library house and requested books from WESM. Interestingly,
the patronage was excellent as many young people like the idea. We need
well-wishers to support this youth group with a bigger library facility and
donate more updated books in order of giving the youth an opportunity to
information. Such facilities are also needed in various rural areas of Malawi

Interacting with one of our wildlife clubs – St Kizito boys school
– We also distributed various educational materials

Wildlife clubs
encouraged
in Zomba

By San Daniel Nkunga

WESM Zomba Branch as one way of encouraging the Wildlife
Clubs to lead and understand very well about the environmental
issues and activities, WESM Zomba Branch distribute
Environmental books and other publications materials to the
wildlife clubs. The first beneficiaries are all clubs who subscribe
their membership.
The publication materials include:
Kukambilana za chilengedwe ndi Mawia (Maria Book)
Nantchengwa Magazines
Patrons guides
How to run a wildlife club
Newsletter
Environmental DVDs (Discs)
Before the clubs received those publications, are trained how
to use these publications materials like patrons guides and
Environmental discs in order to use those materials properly.

WESM MULANJE
COMPLETES
THE FIRST
EVER WASTE
MANAGEMENT
COMPETETION
UNDER STRICT
COVID 19
GUIDELINES

–By Lester Nanjala

20 community youth clubs were asked
to identify a site in their community
and design a feasible, innovative waste
management plan. Focusing on one
of the waste management processes
(collection, separation, transportation,
treatment and disposal). The objective
of the competition was to promote
clean and healthy environments which
will in turn enhance the general health
and well-being of communities. And
promote environmental consciousness
and positive behavioural change in
the way communities manage waste.
Youth clubs were assigned mentors
to help craft innovative, feasible, cost
effective and sustainable plans. All
mentoring and associated meetings
were done online. 10 clubs with
feasible ideas, presented in form of
short presentations to a panel of 3
independent judges from which 4
best plans were chosen. The winning
clubs were each, given a wheel
borough, lake and shovel and will be
further mentored to develop fundable
proposals.

WESM MZUZU
BRANCH
EMBARKS ON
REAFORESTATION
IN CHOMA
By George Malembo
Mzuzu bramch identified that in choma, a distance of
25 kilometers from the city, there is over production of
charcoal that is being heavily sold in Mzuzu city. The
level of charcoal production is very serious such that
at least 80 bags of charcoal reach Mzuzu city on a daily
basis.
To rectify the problem the branch members established
a rapport with the communities around Choma hills to
work together towards achieving the same goal.
Through village headmen around the area, branch
members and the communities around agreed to
embark on different projects to gradually stop people
from overharvesting trees for charcoal. Among the
projects is to replace the lost trees with exotic and fast
growing trees. Therefore, on the 6th of March WESM
went to plant Pinus kesiya around Choma to fulfill the
responsibility as environmental warriors.

